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SYNTHfcSE:

EDF a d6velopp6 sous Mathematica des m6thodes simplifies (originales ou
issues de la literature) dans le but d'&udier le comportement thermique et mdcanique
de la cuve d'un REP durant un accident grave avec relocalisation du corium en fond de
cuve.

En utilisant une partie de ces programmes, nous pouvons par exemple ^valuer
successivement: le flux thermique a la surface interne de la cuve (bain conductif ou
convectif de corium); le coefficient d'&hange thermique entre la cuve et l'exte'rieur
(puits sec ou noye\ calorifuge 6tanche ou non); Involution complete de la temperature
de la cuve (profil de temperature, fusion); la possibility de rupture plastique globale de
la cuve ; le comportement en fluage dans l'^paisseur de la cuve.

Ces m6thodes simplifies sont une alternative peu cofiteuse aux calculs aux
elements finis qui sont deja utilises pour valider les m6thodes pr6c6dentes, en attendant
de prochains r^sultats exp6rimentaux.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

EDF has developed a software package of simplified methods (proprietary ones
or from literature) in order to study the thermal and mechanical behaviour of a PWR
pressure vessel during a severe accident involving a corium localization in the vessel
lower head.

Using a part of this package, we can evaluate for instance successively: the
heat flux at the inner surface of the vessel (conductive or convective pool of corium);
the thermal exchange coefficient between the vessel and the outside (dry pit or flooded
pit, watertight thermal insulation or not); the complete thermal evolution of the vessel
(temperature profile, melting); the possible global plastic failure of the vessel; the
creep behaviour in the thickness of the vessel.

These simplified methods are low cost alternative to finite element calculations
which are yet used to validate the previous methods, waiting for experimental results to
come.
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Simplified methods applied to the complete thermal and mechanical
behaviour of a pressure vessel during a severe accident.

P. Dupas, J.-R. Schneiter*.
EDF, Direction des Etudes et Recherches, Centre des Renardieres, Departement Mecanique et
Technologie des Composants, BP N°l, Route de Sens, 77250 Moret/Loing, France.
* ALTRAN Technologies, 58 bd de Gouvion Saint-Cyr, 75017 Paris, France.

1. Introduction

This paper presents some of the simplified methods which have been developed in order to
study the thermal and mechanical behaviour of a PWR pressure vessel during a severe accident
involving a corium relocalization in the vessel lower head. We will first present succinctly most
of the models we have programmed. Then, we will present a short scenario (this scenario is
purely hypothetical, as the geometry, the material properties and the thermal boundary
conditions are not representative of any PWR or realistic accident conditions) showing how the
models can be used together. Finally, we will conclude and give some ideas about possible
validation of the methods presented.

2. Models included in the package

2.1 Pressure vessel

2.1.1 Thermal models

The first models describe the thermal and thermalhydraulical behaviour of the corium. They are
used to determine the thermal boundary conditions at the inner surface of the pressure vessel.
We can consider a conductive pool (problem solved by transforming the pool in a ID
geometry) or a convective pool (by using correlations [1]). The radiative heat transfer of the
upper surface of the convective pool may be determined with the two parallel plates model [2].
We are also able to study the evolution of a corium crust in contact with the pressure vessel.
This problem has been solved only in steady state regime, but it can consider a perfect contact or
an imperfect one (air or gas between corium and pressure vessel). Finally, we can study an
overheated metal layer at the surface of the corium pool. We use in this case the Globe-Dropkin
correlation [3].

The second group of models concerns the thermal exchange of the pressure vessel with the
containment, and more precisely with the reactor pit . The following situations may be
described : dry pit, flooded pit but waterproof thermal insulation, flooded pit and watertight



thermal insulation. When the pit is dry, we solve the problem describing the radiative exchange
between the pressure vessel, the two walls of the thermal insulation and the pit with simplified
view factors (the view factor is a quantity describing the geometry of two solids exchanging
heat by radiation). When the pit is flooded but not the thermal insulation, we solve the problem
in the same way, the thermal exchange at the external wall of the thennal insulation being
imposed according to the type of thermal flux regime (nucleate boiling, film boiling, etc.).
Finally, when the thermal insulation is flooded, we only impose the heat coefficient exchange,
according to the type of thermal flux regime.

When these two groups of models have been used to determine the thermal boundary conditions
of the vessel (at inner and outer surfaces), we are able to solve the ID thermal problem in the
thickness of the pressure vessel. Two uncoupled models can be used.

The first one is a thermal shock model (see figure 1). It only describes the first instants of the
contact between the corium and the pressure vessel. It calculates the contact temperature
between the corium and the vessel, the thickness of the vessel which melts, as well as the
thickness of corium which may solidify or melt according to its initial state when it comes into
contact. Unfortunately, we have not been able to link this model to the second one which
describes the evolution of the temperature in the vessel.

The thermal shock model considers the corium and the steel as two unidimensional semi-infinite
media. Both the corium and the steel may be in a solid phase, a liquid phase, or partly in each
phase. Each phase obeys to its specific heat equation. As the model is only valid in the first
instants of the thermal regime, the heat generation in the corium can be neglected. The solutions
are in Erf and Erfc functions (see equations (1) to (5)). The continuity of the temperature and the
thermal heat flux at each interface is taken into account. We expose hereafter the solutions for
the contact temperature derived from this model in two different situations.

In the case where there are both steel melting and corium freezing, the contact temperature is :

'Erf^ + b^T^Erf
(1)

The constants £' and £* are solutions (£'>0 et C*<0) of the transcendental equations system:

gigi
In the case where there is only corium solidification, the contact temperature is

The constant £" is solution (C*<0) of the following transcendental equation:

with the reduced numbers :

J,' cor
-T* =

CPcor\ ~Tco



We do not display the explicit temperature solutions for both cases, as their expressions are
somehow too long and tedious to be exposed in this paper.

The second model uses the following boundary conditions : imposed thermal flux varying with
time at the inner surface of the pressure vessel and constant thermal exchange coefficient at the
outer surface. It gives at each instant the temperature in the thickness of the vessel as well as the
residual thickness if there is melting of the vessel. This model uses the same notations for the
steel than the ones of the figure 1 (£ is the melting front abscissa).

The solution of the heat equation with the previous thermal boundary conditions is calculated by
a Leibnitz's integral method using second order polynomials in the space coordinates. We solve
the classical heat equation:

d2Tves dT Aa--^f—J = 0 (6)
with two different boundary conditions depending on the melting or not of the vessel steel at the
inner surface of the lower head.
If there is no melting :

& lx=O

+ hJ?J[x^-Tco*) = *
(7)

If there is melting, the interface between the steel solid and liquid phases continues to be
submitted to the heat flux imposed by the corium. That means that we are considering that the
molten steel layer is unstable and eliminates itself (an ablation of the steel is thus modelled):

+PVesL*s—7-='4cor

(8)

The initial temperature profile in the vessel is :

T(x t = O) = (Tini'\ v « x=0' (9)

The Leibnitz's integral method consists in choosing a particular polynomial form for the space
dependency of the temperature profile. This method defines a «thermal layer » with a thermal
penetration front (defined by £*) splitting the medium in two regions : one with no modification
of the temperature profile and another where the temperature changes. When the thermal
penetration front has gone through all the medium, the thermal layer is equal to all the medium
itself. The polynomial chosen must verify the boundary conditions displayed above, as well as
specific ones on the thermal penetration front (k+1 is the degree of the polynomial):
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(10)

It also must verify the first integral of the heat conduction equation :



that we can transform into the following expression:

(11)

Finally, the resolution of the equations presented hereabove gives the temperature through the
thickness of the pressure vessel versus time. The evolution of the interface £(t) between the
solid and liquid phases give the residual thickness of the pressure vessel versus time.

2.1.2 Mechanics

Knowing the temperature in the pressure vessel thickness, we may start mechanical
calculations. Two major lower head failure modes are studied: global plastic rupture and global
creep rupture.

The global plastic failure is studied by writing the equilibrium equations of a sphere, which
gives the following expression of the failure pressure (assuming the pressure vessel fails when
its thickness has become fully plastic):

'*_-
'-dr (13)

This model may be used both in steady state and transient thermal regimes.

We can solve the equation (13) numerically. But in order to get closed-form solutions, the yield
stress versus temperature and the temperature profile in the vessel thickness must be fitted with
explicit functions. To interpolate the experimental yield stress, we dispose of two different fits,
one in cosine and the other one as linear combination of x arctan(x):

(14)

In that case, we obtain the following equation

2e~ -1

(15)

where G is given by:

(16)

and H by:

±(aA{Tl

+2bt 7Jarctan • (17)



The temperature profile can be either approximated from the thermal solution by one or more
linear segments or calculated directly from the thermal solution. When the thermal profile in
thickness is convex, the approximation with linear segments is conservative.

The global plastic failure model can be extended to the case where stresses are relaxed by creep
in the « hot »part of the vessel. This extended model may only be used in steady state regime.
The global creep rupture can be described by two models.

The first one gives a closed-form solution of the rupture of the pressure vessel under constant
mechanical and thermal loads. It derives from the classical Norton's creep law (modified by a
«time-hardening » function in order to take into account primary, secondary and tertiary stages
of creep) applied to the membrane stress equilibrium. This model can also be used to describe
numerically a transient load, provided this transient is not too fast.

The creep deformation is then written as follows when a variable pressure and thermal loads are
applied:

The model gives the inelastic strain and the rupture time. The rupture criterion used is a
deformation one. One important drawback of this model is that it cannot describe situations
where a part of the vessel remains out of the creep domain.

The second model [5] is similar to the first one, except that it uses the 3D equilibrium equations
of a sphere and takes into account two different behaviour in the thickness of the vessel (creep
in the « hot» part, elastoplasticity in the « cold » part) and couples them.

2.2 Pressure vessel lower head penetration tubes

Similarly to the pressure vessel, we have programmed models describing the thermal and
mechanical behaviour of a penetration tube.

The thermal model uses the thin cylinder approximation. It can take into account different types
of thermal boundary conditions for external wall of the tube : imposed fluxes at the inner
extremity (e.g. inside the vessel), conductivity through imperfect contact with the pressure
vessel, imposed thermal exchange coefficient at the outside of the pressure vessel. At the inner
surface of the tube, we can impose a thermal flux due to the presence of frozen corium at
different location inside the tube.

The mechanical model can describe the plastic rupture of the tube or its ejection after melting or
failure of the weld [4].

3. Application : a short scenario

3.1 Introduction

All the models formerly described can be used one after another to perform thermomechanical
calculations of the pressure vessel lower head or the penetration tubes. It is thus possible to
simulate short scenarios. We will present a scenario which uses the thermal shock model with
possibility of corium freezing and steel melting, the ID thermal model with possibility of steel
melting, the global plastic rupture model and the global creep rupture model. This scenario is
purely hypothetical, as the geometry, the material properties and the thermal boundary
conditions are not representative of any PWR or realistic accident conditions.



3.2 Description

The pressure vessel lower head is modelled as a sphere of inner radius Rves- = 2 534 mm and
thickness e w = 146 mm.

3.2.1 Thermal analysis

The thermal boundary conditions on the lower head are a thermal flux at the inner surface,
slightly decreasing with time as it should happen in an accident, and a thermal exchange
coefficient of 80 W/m2K between the vessel outer surface and a cold source at Tcold = 100 °C.
The pressure vessel lower head has initially an inner wall temperature of 300 °C and an outer
wall temperature of 244 °C (for the thermal contact model, the temperature is constant and equal
to 300°C in the thickness). The evolution with time of the heat flux at the inner surface is given
explicitly by the expression : qw = 900000 + 200000 * exp[-//10000] (in W/m2). This is twice
the value of the heat flux chosen by [4] as being representative of the TMI-2 accident.

We present hereafter in table 1 the thermal data used for the corium and the pressure vessel
steel.

Density (kg/m5)
Thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Heat capacity (J/kgK)
Melting temperature (°Q
Latent heat of melting (J/kg)

Corium
solid phase

8 500
5

600

Corium
liquid phase

8 500
12
600

2 527
150 000

Steel solid
phase
7 800

40
540

Steel liquid
phase
7 500

33
685

1 500
228 000

Table 1 : Thermal data for the corium and the pressure vessel steel.

3.2.2 Mechanical analysis

We consider that the pressure vessel lower head is submitted to an internal pressure load P^ .
We will determine the plastic global failure load and the creep deformation evolution for
different primary pressures.

The data of yield stress versus temperature for the 16MND5 (French PWR steel) are used and
displayed in figure 6 with the numerical interpolation fit and the « x arctan[x] » fit. The creep
law can be expressed as : Emep = B0(T) o* t*2. This law was identified with the data of the
22NiMoCr 3 7 steel . B0(T) is given in table 2, B,=4.43 and B2=1.454. For the creep
calculation in this scenario, we consider that the vessel steel has to reach a 527°C temperature in
order to creep in the range of stress mat a PWR pressure vessel can experience. Knowing Bo,
Bj and B2, we can calculate u, v and w of equation (18).

Temperature (°C) 24 600 700 800 900 1000
Bn(T) 7.42 10"** 2.72 10-18 9.03 10"16 1.01 1013 5.10 1012 1.38 1010

Table 2 : Creep data for pressure vessel steel.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Thermal analysis.

One important result of the thermal shock calculation is that melting of the steel needs an initial
liquid corium temperature of at least 3650 °C, which is far greater than the T , ^ ^ of the corium
(see Table 1). We have then chosen to run the model for a more realistic initial liquid corium
temperature of 2827°C. In that case, there is a corium freezing but no melting of the steel. The
contact temperature is 1160°C and is constant with time in the first instants. In figure 2 are
presented the temperature profiles in the solid pressure vessel steel at different instants as well
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as in the liquid and solid corium. One can see that it takes almost 250 s for the thermal front to
travel through the steel thickness. Thus, the semi-infinite modelling is relevant for every time
smaller than 250 s. The time evolution of the two interfaces between molten corium and solid
corium and molten steel and solid steel respectively are displayed on figure 3. One can observe
that the corium crust grows to a thickness of 25 mm in 250 s and that there is no melting of the
steel. The more important results of this calculation are that, in the first place, there is a corium
crust formation and in the second place that steel melting seems impossible in the first stage of
the thermal regime, if one considers realistic initial corium temperature.

The calculation of the complete thermal behaviour of the pressure vessel is then performed.
Figures 4 and 5 describe the evolution of the temperature profiles through the vessel thickness
and the evolution of the residual thickness of the vessel. On figure 4, we can observe that the
convexity of the temperature profiles is quite small, and that at t=4 000 s the temperature in the
thickness is almost linear. Figure 5 shows that the vessel melting starts at 3.5 h (12700 s
exactly) after imposing new boundary conditions in thermal fluxes at the inner surface of the
vessel and that the residual thickness is 91 mm when the steady state regime is reached (20
hours after the beginning of thermal loading).

3.3.2 Mechanical analysis

The mechanical calculations are performed using the complete thermal regime previously
calculated

First, global plastic rupture evolution is computed by two different methods. The temperature
profile is approximated by four linear segments, evenly distributed on the residual thickness of
the pressure vessel lower head. The plastic rupture pressure computation is mainly dependant
(see 2.1.2.) on the yield stress versus temperature. We use the closed-form solution in
« x arctan[x] » and compare it with the numerical interpolation of the experimental data.
Figure 6 shows that these two methods fit very well the experimental data (this is not the case
when using the cosine fitting). In figure 7 is plotted the lower head global plastic failure
pressure versus time. The pressure vessel strength in the heated lower head falls very quickly
(below 35 bar in 2 hours and to 7 bar in 6.5 hours). When the steady state regime is reached,
the global plastic failure pressure of the vessel's lower head is 3.95 bar. One can observe that
the two methods give almost identical results. The main difference is that the one using closed-
form solution is 50 to 100 times faster than the purely numerical one.

Finally, we compute the lower head creep deformation versus time for different pressure loads
(Ppri = 100, 50, 10, 7 and 2 bar). At t=2800 s, the temperature throughout the thickness of the
pressure vessel lower head is above the minimum creep temperature of 527°C. Figure 8 shows
that for all the pressures chosen, inelastic creep hoop deformation reaches the deformation limit
of the material (which appears to be slightly above 20% for cylindrical or spherical shell in
carbon steel). Even for the load of 2 bar, global creep rupture occurs in 3 hours. The pressure
load of 2 bar is equivalent to the mechanical load due to the weight of a fully relocalized corium
and the dead-weight of the lower head. It is therefore certain mat in the present scenario, the
pressure vessel lower head failure happens by creep in the transient phase of the thermal
behaviour, and even before any melting of the steel of the pressure vessel.

4. Conclusion

We have presented some of the simplified methods developed at EDF to study the
thermomechanical behaviour of the pressure vessel under severe accident thermal and
mechanical loads. It is important to notice that these models are generally coupled, the output of
a model being used as input for another. This helps to simulate short scenarios, using for
instance the temperature calculated as input for the mechanical calculation. A very important
conclusion of the small scenario presented is that it is necessary to perform the calculation of the
transient, and not only to examine the steady state regime. However, as the material data used
are from different steel grades (16 MND 5 and 22 Ni MoCr 37), the results have to be
confirmed.
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The simplified methods appear to be very fast, compared with finite element calculations. It also
helps mechanical engineers to understand the origin of thermal boundary conditions applied in
mechanical calculations. The validation of the simplified methods has started, by comparison
with experimental results or more sophisticated softwares (finite element or finite difference
softwares). The first results are encouraging.
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6. Notations

a{, b;, Cj, d. constants in contact model

b| , b* material i liquid and solid phases

thermal effusivity ->/p k Cp
e w thickness of the pressure vessel
h ^ thermal exchange coefficient at outer

surface of the pressure vessel
p plastic strain rate
k^, thermal conductivity of vessel steel
q^ surface heat flux imposed by the corium
r radius
t time
t time necessary to reach creep temperaturettntp

rupture time in the creep model

u,v,w constants in the creep model

x abscissa in the vessel thickness

Cp!, Cp[ material i liquid and solid phases
heat capacity

L; phase change latent heat of material i

^nip rupture pressure of the vessel

T temperature

vessel inner, outer and mean
radius

contact temperature
temperature of the « cold source »
outside the vessel

mean temperature in vessel thickness
temperature of the pressure vessel

solidus temperature of the corium
initial temperature of the corium
melting temperature of the vessel steel

T^ ' initial temperature of the vessel steel
a) , a? material in liquid and solid phases

thermal diffusivity
ec«ep creep deformation
CTy yield stress
p¥CS density of pressure vessel steel

position of the interface between steel
liquid and solid phases

AT temperature difference between vessel
inner and outer surfaces
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Frozen corium Mohen steel
layer

Figure 1: Notations for the contact model.
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